
	

	

 
 
 
 
Martín De León (1765–1833) 
 
After winning independence from Spain in 1821, Mexico began awarding large grants of 
land to empresarios. These were people who would bring colonists to settle its 
northernmost state of Texas. Of all the grants that Mexico made, only one was to a 
Mexican. He was a 59-year-old Texas rancher named Martín De León. 
 
De León’s parents were wealthy Spanish aristocrats who came to Mexico years before his 
birth. They hoped to send their son to Europe for a university education. However, much 
to their disappointment, at age 18 he became a merchant. He worked carrying supplies by 
pack mule to distant mines. In 1795, De León married and began a more settled life as a 
rancher. 
 
Impressed with opportunities in Texas, De León moved his family there from Mexico in 
1805. He began ranching in what is now San Patricio County. He soon was driving 
livestock to New Orleans for sale, making him one of the first trail drivers in Texas. De 
León was also the first Texas rancher to brand his cattle. 
 
De León was twice denied permission to start a colony in Texas, which at that time 
belonged to Spain. Officials rejected him because they questioned his loyalty to Spain. 
Their concerns proved justified when the Mexican Revolution began in 1810. When Spain 
was forced to shift troops from Texas back to Mexico, the threat of American Indian 
attacks increased. For safety, De León moved his family to San Antonio, where he joined 
the revolt against Spanish rule. He did not move back to his ranch until 1816. 
 
In 1824, the new government of Mexico gave De León permission to settle 41 Mexican 
families on the lower Guadalupe River. He founded a town that he called Guadalupe 
Victoria, the present-day city of Victoria. Each colonist received a lot in the town, more 
than 4,000 acres of grazing land, and nearly 200 acres for farming. As founder of the 



 
	

	

colony, De León received about 21,000 acres of land. In 1829, he got permission to settle 
an additional 150 Mexican families and to expand his colony’s landholdings. 
 
As the only Mexican colony in Texas, De León’s received favored treatment from the 
Mexican government. At his death in 1833, De León’s personal holdings were worth 
$500,000 and his colony more than $1 million, both huge amounts for the times. 
 
Identifying What contributions to the development of Texas did Martín De León make?   
 


